Even if we didn’t make your original unit we can most likely make it better. We offer a complete line of original OEM replacement parts for many different brands, including: Conair; Thermal Care; Sterling; AEC; Advantage Engineering; Mokon; Budzar; and more. We stock items such as Pump Seals, Immersion Heaters, Motors, and Cooling Valves. And in most cases, you’ll realize a 20 to 30 percent Savings. IN DESPAIR? WE REPAIR! If your electronic proprietary controller needs repair, check with us first for fast turnaround. Better yet, we may be able to convert your existing equipment using standard “Off-the-Shelf” Instruments.

PARTS FOR MANY BRANDS AVAILABLE!

LIQUID CIRCULATING TEMPERATURE CONTROL UNITS AND PARTS IN STOCK.

- Heaters
- Motors
- Pumps
- Pump Seals
- Impellers
- Process Controllers
- Solenoid Valves
- Solenoid Repair Kits
- Heat Transfer Oil
- Much More!!

SERVICE ON PARTS THROUGH OUR WEBSITE
WWW.DELTATPARTS.COM

Delta T Systems, Inc.
2171 Highway 175 • Richfield, Wisconsin 53076
Phone: 262.628.0331 • 800.733.4204 • Fax: 262.628.0332
WWW.DELTATSYS.COM
Visit our website to view System Flow/Piping Diagrams and Flow Charts

The Delta T Systems Product Line-Up includes
Water Circulating Units • Oil Circulating Units • Portable Chillers
Pump Reservoirs • Heat Exterminators • Other Specially-Designed Equipment and Systems